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IntervIew

 Emphasising
grEEn
After a ten year stint as an in-house architect with leading retail brands in India, his last 
assignment being as Group Manager, Retail Design & Projects at Madura Garments, Sanjay 
Agarwal has now launched his own design agency, Design For Change (DFC). With a service 
positioning slightly off the normal, Agarwal is betting big on something that is currently off 
the radar for Indian retail. He wants Indian retail to go green, starting now and in manageable 
increments. An interview.   

how is DFC going to be different?

I was always clear that if I started 
my own outfit it would not be just about 
doing projects like the average design firm. 
I wanted to do something that would create 
value. DFC is all about change, change the 
way we think, design and function. From 
micro function to a macro environment, 
there are possibilities, which we need to 
identify and address, and convert them 
into opportunities. It is these opportunities, 
which we explore to understand what lies 
beneath them. 
 
What are the opportunities that exist in 
the indian market?

there are lots of brands that have entered 
the retail market in the last ten years but 
even today most brands are in renovate-
mode. there is a total lack of innovation. 
take for example, a typical high street or 
mall store where your first interaction is with 
the security guard, which is never a pleasant 
experience. His job is to collect bags from the 
customer and stack it. So what is happening 
here is, first, there is customer confrontation 
and second the retailer is wasting valuable 
retail space to create a disorderly cloakroom. 

Is there a different 
approach to doing 
this? Or for example, 
why does merchandise 
have to stop at seven 
feet when the store is 
eighteen feet high? I 
recently visited a Diesel 
store in San Francisco 
where the merchandise 
was stocked upto thirty 
one feet. Above seven 
feet it was actually just 
replenishment stock. 
the other thing is visual 
experiences – it is used 

so repetitively whether it is visuals, graphics 
or plasma screens. I think one can go much 
beyond all that two dimensional stuff. So we 
need to look at aspects of retail that we take 
for granted and see if we can innovate and 
improve on them.

so what are the services that DFC currently 
offers?  

Firstly, we have programs for retailer with 
existing stores that we can study and 
streamline efficiencies or address specific 
problems that the retailer might have. we 
can also strategise for new store concepts.  
we look at the target audience and then put 
together user programs and requirements that 
can then be filtered through the aesthetics. 
So we can either develop the framework 
that company architects can take forward or 
deliver an end-to-end solution. thirdly, we 
will work with industry specifically looking 
at the design opportunities for corporate 
and children’s furniture. we are already 
doing a fixturing program where we work 
with manufacturers to come up with design 
recommendations that will achieve their 
client’s objective. 

we are also working on an innovative low 
cost retail set up model that will help retailers 

open watered down stores in smaller cities 
without losing the essence of the brand. It is 
something like the IKeA model where it will 
take only two weeks for the store to be up 
and running. 
so where does green fit into all this?

Green to us is an underlying design approach 
to whatever we do. For example, we did a 
basic study about malls discovered that 
a three lakh square foot mall consumes 
power that is equal to the consumption 
of fifty houses. But it is possible to reduce 
consumption without changing anything 
else. 

so what can retailers do?

Green starts from basic awareness and then 
there are levels of green achievement like 
saving energy, conserving energy or storing 
energy – and that is just the energy part. then 
it can be about stressing on locally available 
materials to reduce the environmental cost 
of transportation. So there are various ways 
of going green. 

is it practically possible for existing and 
new retailers to go 100% green given the 
nature of the industry in india, especially 
on aspects like local sourcing? 

A retailer or a shopping mall need not go 
100% green, can it at least be 50-60%? 
everyone can set their levels for achieving 
green energy savings, daylight harvesting, 
water management, recycling, waste 
management etc. it is 100% possible. It 
might not be possible in fixtures, but those 
still will fall under 20%. And the incremental 
cost is not very high incremental – for a 
new project pay back can be as low as two 
months while for an existing operation ten 
to 24 months. 
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